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We contacted Siemens in September and in October to ask how long it took to respond to the VAS
and whether its customers had any support contracts. Siemens provided its first answer in mid-

December, suggesting that the VAS, which runs on Windows, would be patched at a later date. Two
days later Siemens supplied us with the patches for 2,817 of its products. Two weeks later, Siemens
still hadnt published any announcements about them, and a month after that Siemens sent us a note
saying that it could provide no information about timeliness. This time we contacted Siemens directly
to ask about the patches. Siemens said it was waiting for feedback from its OEMs about the patches,
but that it would soon be able to provide us with technical information. Siemens said Monday that its

IT security incident response team had released details of the security update. The security team
said the update addresses an Apache Log4j vulnerability in Industrial Edge Management OS (IEM-
OS), Industrial Edge Management App (IEM-App), and Industrial Edge Management Hub. Siemens
said IEM-OS, IEM-App and IEM-Hub are software products for process scheduling, HMI, and SCADA
hardware and software, and that the products are available for use with S7-1200 series industrial
controllers, S7-3500 series integrated controllers, and S7-4500 series PLCs, plus many industrial
communications products. No evidence was given that any of the affected products were in use.

Although we asked Siemens about the VAS in January, it was the first time we heard about it directly.
It was first publicly disclosed at the Black Hat conference in Vegas in July, and it took until December

for Siemens to acknowledge it.
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